Abstract. Disjointly constrained multilinear programming concerns the problem of maximizing a multilinear function on the product of finitely many disjoint polyhedra. While maximizing a linear function on a polytope (linear programming) is known to be solvable in polynomial time, even bilinear programming is NP-hard. Based on a reformulation of the problem in terms of sum-of-squares polynomials, we study a hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations to the problem. It follows from the general theory that the sequence of optimal values converges asymptotically to the optimal value of the multilinear program. We show that the semidefinite hierarchy converges generically in finitely many steps to the optimal value of the multilinear problem.
Introduction
A disjointly constrained multilinear programming problem is the optimization problem of maximizing a multilinear function on the product of finitely many disjoint polyhedra.
To be more precise, let l ≥ 2 and f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x l ) be a real-valued function linear in the variable tuples x i = (x i,1 , . . . , x i,d i ) for i = 1, . . . , l. Consider nonempty polyhedra P i ⊆ R If l = 1, this reduces to linear programming. Throughout the paper we assume l ≥ 2. For l = 2, problem (1.1) is known as bilinear programming or indefinite quadratic optimization. This NP-hard problem lies in-between linear and quadratic optimization. Originally, bilinear programming has been considered as a generalization of bimatrix games in game theory. Today it is motivated by a various of applications, including (constrained) bimatrix games [17] , quantum information theory [1] , and geometric containment problems [9, 11] . Prominent approaches to solve bilinear and multilinear programs are based on vertex tracking algorithms [6, 12] .
In this note we state a semidefinite hierarchy to multilinear programs based on the concept of sum of squares; see, e.g., the books of Blekherman et. al. [2] , or Lasserre [14] , or the survey by Laurent [15] . To that end the problem is rewritten as a program with a nonnegativity constraint. This constraint is then replaced by a weaker condition, namely being a sum of polynomial squares which can be formulated as a semidefinite constraint. A particular question is whether the multilinear structure can be used in sum of squares certificates in order to state convergence statements. Indeed, we show finite convergence in generic cases by using an extension of Putinar's Positivstellensatz stated by Marshall [19] . This has impact on various applications including polyhedral containment and game theory.
It is well-known in game theory that a bimatrix game (cf. Section 4.2) has a formulation as a disjointly constrained bilinear optimization problem. The sum of squares approach to (polynomial) games has been considered by Laraki and Lasserre [13] , and Parrilo [22] . They did not establish finite convergence. By our main result a Nash equilibrium of a nondegenerate bimatrix game can be computed via sums of squares in finitely many steps. This can be extended to finite l-person games.
In [11] Theobald and the author formulated the problem of whether an H-polytope is contained in a V-polytope as a bilinear programming problem and proved finite convergence for the sum of squares hierarchy under some conditions. In Section 4.1 we extend this result to the NP-complete projective polyhedral containment problem, the problem of whether the (coordinate) projection of an H-polyhedron is contained in the projection to another H-polyhedron [9] . Note that the projection of an H-polyhedron is again a polyhedron but a projection-free representation is not easy to achieve.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we outline some basic geometric behavior of multilinear programs. A semidefinite hierarchy based on sum of squares and a proof of its convergence in well-defined cases is given in Section 3. In Section 4 we sketch the application of our main result to polyhedral containment and game theory.
Multilinear Programming
Note that a multilinear function f = f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x l ) can be written as
We set P 1,...,l := P 1 × . . . × P l and often use P if there is no risk of confusion. Throughout the paper we make the following assumptions on the representations of the polytopes P i .
(1) The equality constraints are linearly independent, i.e., the dimension of the affine subspace
The first assumption can be achieved by Gaussian elimination. The second assumption particularly implies nonemptyness of P 1 , . . . , P l . It can be tested (and achieved) by linear programming methods in polynomial time. We understand relative interior of a polytope P i as with respect to the affine subspace B i .
Given a polytope P i , the outer normal cone C i of a boundary point v of P i is the cone in span{(B (i) ) T } generated by the outer normals of the constraints that are active at that point, i.e., C i = pos{(A
Note that the definition of a normal cone here differs slightly from the usual one as we restrict it to the subspace span{(B (i) ) T }. The usual normal cone is given by C i + span{(B (i) ) T }. The boundary of the product polytope ∂(P) = ∂(P 1 × . . . × P l ) equals the product of the boundaries
In particular, any vertex of P is given by a tuple of vertices of P 1 , . . . , P l .
We state a basic result on multilinear programming. For a proof we refer to Konno [12] ; see also Drenick [4] . Proposition 2.2. Let P 1 , . . . , P l be nonempty polytopes. Then the set of optimal solutions to (1.1) is part of the boundary and the maximum is attained at a tuple of vertices of P 1 , . . . , P l .
We state two corollaries that will be used in the next section.
Corollary 2.3. The set of optimal solutions to (1.1) is an union of proper faces
Proof. Let (x 1 , . . . ,x l ) be an optimal solution. By Proposition 2.2 (x 1 , . . . ,x l ) ∈ ∂(P 1 × . . . P l ). Let Fx i be the minimal face containingx i . Then for any (
The second corollary follows directly from the latter one.
Corollary 2.4. Problem (1.1) has finitely many optimal solutions if and only if every optimal solution of the problem is a vertex of P.
A Semidefinite hierarchy based on sum of squares
In this section, we apply sum of squares techniques to multilinear programming problems. Our main goal is to show that the outcoming hierarchy of semidefinite programs converges after finitely many steps in generic cases (in a well-defined sense); see Theorem 3.1.
The multilinear problem (1.1) can equivalently be stated as a nonnegativity question
Replacing the nonnegativity condition by sum of squares is a common method in polyno- [x] t is the vector of monomials up to degree t for some nonnegative integer t. We denote the set of all sos-polynomials in the variables x by Σ[x] ⊆ R[x]. While every sos-polynomial is nonnegative, the converse is not true in general. Thus replacing nonnegativity by being a sum of squares in the above problem (where the equality constraints have to be treated separately) yields a upper bound for f * ,
is the quadratic module generated by the linear inequality constraints and
is the ideal generated by the linear equality constraints.
The idea is to test membership of µ − f (x 1 , . . . , x l ) in truncations of the quadratic module and the ideal. Testing membership in these sets can be done by deciding feasibility of a certain semidefinite inequality system, which is solvable in polynomial time if the degrees are fixed. To be precise, define the t-th truncation as
and
The t-th sos program is then
Note that the first relaxation order making sense is t = l as the degree of f is l.
We state our main result.
Theorem 3.1. Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P l be polytopes with nonempty relative interior satisfying Assumption 2.1.
(1) The sequence (f t ) t of optimal values (3.1) converges asymptotically from above to the optimal value f * . (2) If the multilinear programming problem (1.1) has only finitely many optimal solutions, then f * −f ∈ QM +I. Thus the sequence of the optimal values (f t ) t converges in finitely many steps to the optimal value f * .
The proof of Theorem 3.1 extends the one for the containment problem of an H-polytope in a V-polytope in [11] . We start with the proof of part (1) of the statement as it follows directly from the general theory. (1)x is a nonsingular point of V , (2) there exist local parameters t 1 , . . . , t d and an index set I of size 1 ≤ k ≤ d such that t i = g i for i ∈ I, (3) the linear part of f in the localizing parameters equals i∈I c i t i for some negative coefficients c i , i ∈ I, and (4) the quadratic part of f in the localizing parameters is negative definite on the t i = 0 for i ∈ I.
Then f max − f ∈ M, where f max denotes the global maximum of f on S.
The last two conditions in Proposition 3.3 are called boundary Hessian condition (BHC); see [18, 19] . To prove Theorem 3.1 we need one more lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let P 1 , . . . , P l be nonempty polytopes and c 0 − c T x i ≥ 0 be a redundant inequality in the representation of some P i . Then it is also redundant in the hierarchy (3.1).
The lemma follows by a simple application of the affine version of Farkas' Lemma; see e.g. [11] .
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (2) . Letx = (x 1 , . . . ,x l ) ∈ P = P 1 × . . . × P l be an arbitrary but fixed optimal solution to (1.1). As by Assumption 2.1 the linear equality constraints are linearly independent for each P i , the rank of the gradient equals the number of equations for every point in the variety. Thus every point is nonsingular (cf. [3, Theorem 9] ).
Since f is linear in x i for any i ∈ [l], its derivative w.r.t. x i has the form 
for everyx i ∈ F i and thus
in contradiction to Corollary 2.4 and the assumption in part (2) of the theorem. Hence
f (x) lies in the sum of the outer normal cone C i ofx i and the subspace span{(
Thus there exist d i − n i points in the outer normal cone such that
f (x) is a (strictly) positive combination of these points. The points correspond to redundant inequalities in the representation of P i that are active inx i . As by Lemma 3.4 redundant constraints do not affect (existence and degree of) the sum of squares certificates, we can assume that the representation of P i is given in a form such that there exists an index set I i ⊆ [m i ] of cardinality |I i | = d i − n i corresponding to linearly independent, active constraints and there exist α (i) ∈ R m i and
Let I 1 , . . . , I l be index sets as constructed in the previous paragraph. W.l.o.g. set
. Consider the affine variable transformation
The new variables (s 1 , . . . , s l ) := (s 11 , . . . , s 1d 1 . . . , s l1 , . . . , s ld l ) serve as localizing parameters on the variety defined by
The inverse of φ is given by
T , the objective function f has the form
in the parameterization space. The homogeneous degree-1 part of f in (s 1 , . . . , s l ) is
In order to show that f satisfies the conditions in Proposition 3.3, we show that the gradient of f 1 w.r.t s 1 , . . . , s l equals (−α
Then f 1 has only negative coefficients on the variety defined by the equality constraints, i.e.,
and thus the third condition of Proposition 3.3 is satisfied. Since
equals the dimension of the variety defined by the equality constraints in P 1 × · · · × P l , the last condition is obsolete. Marshall's Nichtnegativstellensatz then implies f * − f (x 1 , . . . , x l ) ∈ QM +I. It remains to show the desired equality for the gradient of f 1 . To that end note that
We have
where the last equation follows from (3.2) . This completes the proof.
4. Applications 4.1. Geometric containment problems. As outlined in the introduction, this note is motivated by geometric containment problems. More precisely, Theobald and the author studied the classical problem (cf. [5, 7, 8] ) to decide whether a given H-polytope is contained in a given V-polytope. While the converse containment problem, V-in-H, is solvable in polynomial time, the H-in-V problem is co-NP-complete. The main result in [11] is the formulation as a certain bilinear programming problem and the proof of finite convergence in some cases. Theorem 3.1 extends this results to disjointly constrained multilinear programs. In [9] the author gave a bilinear formulation of the projective polyhedral containment problem: For a ∈ R k and b ∈ R l let
be nonempty polyhedra and consider their projection to R d , denoted by π(P ) and π(Q). The projective polyhedral containment problem asks whether π(P ) ⊆ π(Q). Note that the projection of a polyhedron is again a polyhedron but a projection-free description is not easy to achieve. Indeed, while deciding containment of P in Q is solvable in polynomial time, it is shown in [10, Theorem 3.2.4] that deciding containment of π(P ) in π(Q) is co-NP-complete. This hardness statement holds true for m = 0.
where As a special case the theorem covers H-in-V containment since every V-polytope can be represented as a projection of an H-polytope. 
Mangasarian showed that the set of equilibria corresponds to a subset of the vertices of certain polyhedra and can be computed via quadratic programming; see [16, 17] . As adding a positive constant to every entry of the matrices A, B does not change the set of equilibria (see, e.g., [24] ), we assume that A, B are entrywise positive. Then using a projective transformation boundedness of the polyhedra can be achieved. Define P 1 := {x ∈ R m | B T x ≤ 1 n , x ≥ 0} and P 2 := {y ∈ R n | Ay ≤ 1 m , y ≥ 0} . [24] for equivalent definitions of nondegeneracy.) In the case of a nondegenerate bimatrix game, the number of equilibria is finite as they only appear at vertices of P 1 × P 2 ; see [24] .
Theorem 4.4. Let (A, B) be a nondegenerate bimatrix game. Then a equilibrium can be computed by hierarchy (3.1) in finitely many steps.
Proof. By the nondegeneracy assumption, the polytopes in (4.2) are full-dimensional and all optima of the bilinear problem are vertices. Thus we can apply Theorem 3.1.
Note that the bilinear formulation of bimatrix games can be extended to a multilinear formulation of finite l-person games; see Mills [20] . However, other than bimatrix games, the geometry of l-person games is not well understood. In constrained bimatrix games, the probability simplices are replaced by arbitrary polytopes. A formulation as a bilinear program is along the same lines as for the non-constrained case. In both cases, an l-person game and a constrained game, as long as the number of equilibria is known to be finite, Theorem 4.4 holds true.
